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SECTION A 

Q.UESTION 1 (COMPULSORY) 	 [40 Marks] 

a) 	 In a market economy, wealth is created when assets are moved from ,~ lONer value to 

higher value use. In less than a paragraph, state how the organisatien you work for 

achieves the transference of lower value assets to higher value ass,:!ts. [5 Marks] 

b) 	 Suppose that the government of Swaziland caps the price of bread at ,::J 0 pl~r loaf. Prior 

to the price cap, assume that the price of bread was E12 per loaf. U';ing Supply and 

Demand analysis, how will this dffect the consumer and the producer? [7 Marks\ 

c) 	 Differentiate between economi: profits and accounting profits. [5 Marks] 

d) 	 Suppose a family utilises 1.000 Litres offuel per annurn when the price i~; E12.1J0 per Litre. 

i. 	 If the family's price el,:lsticity of demand for fuel is -0.1, whatNill be the 

consumption, and cost if the price of fuel decreases to E1 O.~iO per litre? 

[7 Marks] 

ii. 	 If the family's income elasticity of demand is 0.5, and their income is EI00,OOO 

per annum. What would be their consumption of fuel if income increased to 

Ell0,OOO per annum. Is~ype of good is fuel to this family? [7 Marks] 

e) 	 Distinguish between the concep':s of "Diminishing Marginal Returns" end "Diminishing 

Returns" of a factor input in the production process. [4- Marks] 

f) Briefly differentiate between Economies of Scope and Economies of Scale. [J Marks] 
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SECTION B 

Answer any Two (2) Questions from this Section 

QUESTION 2 	 [.30 Marks] 

a) If an organisation is operating under a perfectly competitive prc,duc:t market structure, 

graphically illustrate and pxplain the decision to shut down operdtions in the short-run. 

[6 Marks] 

b) 	 Suppose that a representative competitive firm has the following (o:;t structure: 

Ceq) = 100 + q2 + q, wrere q is the quantity of output produced b\ the firm If you 

further know that the market demand for the product is P = 1000 -- 2(), and the supply 

is P = 100 + Q, where Qis the total market output. 

i) Find the (~quilibriurr market price and quantity. [4 Marks] 

ii) What is the firm's p'ofit maximising level of output, tot.31 revenue, total cost, and 

profit? [8 Marks) 

iii) Based on your result in (b eii)) above, what do you anticipate wi I happen in this 

industry in the long-run? [4 Marks] 

iv) What is the long-run equilibrium price, and what is the long-run equilibrium 

quantity of a representative firm? [8 Marks] 

QUESTION 3 	 (;10 Marks] 

a) Briefly articulate some benefits of a monopoly industry. [6 Marks] 

b) "A monopolistic!irm can continue to make positive economics profits even it' the long run". 

Graphically show and explain this statement. [10 Marks] 

c} 	 Suppose that your organisatic'n has the following production function for the product that 

it produces: Q = 5Ko.8 Lo.\ where Q is output, K is amount of capital, aiHI L is the amount 

of labour. 

i} Find the marginal products of labour and capital, and interpr2t what they mean. 

[7 Marks] 

ii) What kind of returns to scale does the production function exhibit? [7 Marks] 
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QUESTION 4 [30 Marks] 

a) What are the conditions that should exist for a monopoly firn to practice price 

discrimination? [5 Marks] 

b) Differentiate first degree and third degree price discrimination [5 Marks] 

c) If a discriminating monop::lly firm has a constant marginal cost of ElO for a certain 

product, and the respective demand functions for its two markets are: 


ql == 500 - 10P1J and q:: == 500 - 20P2 


Is it profitable for the monopoly firm to price discriminate or to combinE the market and 


charge a single price? [20 Marks] 
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